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1 Quantum-Safe Round-Optimal Password
2 Authentication for Mobile Devices
3 Zengpeng Li , Ding Wang , and Eduardo Morais

4 Abstract—Password authentication is the dominant form of access control for theWeb andmobile devices, and its practicality and

5 ubiquity is unlikely to be replaced by any other authentication approaches in the foreseeable future. To guarantee the security of data

6 communication andmitigate the problem of password-cracking, aPassword Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) system can be

7 deployed between two peer participants. Themain drawback of traditional PAKE is that passwords are exposed in plaintext when the

8 remote server is compromised. To overcome this limitation, it is recommended by industry standards (such as SRP family RFC 5054,

9 RFC6628, RFC7914, OPAQUE, etc) to use asymmetric-PAKE protocols, which enable the server to store a hash of the user’s password

10 with a random salt, providing guarantees that the user’s password is never transmitted in plain-text to the server when login. However,

11 most of the existing asymmetric-PAKE protocols either are based on traditional hash functions under random oracles, or depend on non-

12 quantum-secure hardness assumptions and become insecure in the quantum era. To bridge the gap between asymmetric-PAKE and

13 quantum-security, in this article, we resort to smooth projective hash functions (SPHF) and commitment-based password-hashing

14 schemes (PHS) over lattice-based cryptography, and construct an asymmetric PAKE protocol secure against quantum attacks. Our

15 construction eliminates the costly non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) method, bypasses assumptions of the random oracle

16 model, and achieves quantum resistance. We also show that our asymmetric-PAKE protocol can achieve balanced security and

17 efficiency under the Bellare-Pointcheval-Rogaway (BPR) model. Finally, we develop a prototype implementation of our

18 instantiation and use it to evaluate its performance in realistic settings.

19 Index Terms—Post quantum security, password authentication, asymmetric password authenticated key exchange, smooth projective hash

20 function, password hashing scheme, lattice-based cryptography

Ç

21 1 INTRODUCTION

22 PASSWORDS have various advantages of being memorable,
23 avoiding complex and computation-consuming public
24 key infrastructure (PKI) for managing certificates and dedi-
25 cated hardware for storing secret keys. Password hashing
26 scheme (PHS), also known as password-based key deriva-
27 tion functions (PBKDFs), e.g., PBKDF1, PBKDF2, Bcrypt,
28 Scrypt, and M3lcrypt etc [1], [2], are generally used to
29 derive one or more secret keys from a secret value such as a
30 master key, a password, or a passphrase. As an integral part
31 of the authentication mechanism, PHS could hash the pass-
32 word and store them at the server database with the user-
33 name and other important information together, so that the
34 server can check against the client’s registered password
35 when the client tries to log in. But the security of most of
36 existing PBKDFs builds on hashing algorithms under the

37random oracle model (ROM), while limitations of ROM
38have been well discussed in [3].
39On the other hand, passwords are the default authentica-
40tion approach and are unlikely to be replaced in the near
41future [4], [5], [6], [7]. To prevent unauthorized access and to
42mitigate the problem of compromised password database,
43various approaches are proposed for constructing authentica-
44tion schemes, such as [8], [9], [10], [11]. In essence, these
45schemes are variants of the password-authenticated key
46exchange (PAKE in short) protocol, as shown in Fig. 1. In a
47nutshell, PAKE can be achieved if the server and the client,
48who hold the same password, prove to each other that they
49know the password without disclosing any useful informa-
50tion about it, but they also establish a shared secret session
51key at the end, assuring security against (offline) password-
52guessing attacks. For the convenience of the reader, this set-
53ting is abbreviated to symmetric-PAKE in this work. Consider-
54able efforts (e.g., [12], [13]) have been devoted to designing
55secure and efficient symmetric-PAKE protocols.
56However, in reality, asymmetric-PAKE (a.k.a., augmented
57or verifier-based PAKE) protocols first proposed by Bellovin
58and Merrit [14], [15] are more widely accepted and used by
59most of existing client-to-server Internet or Internet-of-
60Things authentication schemes. The main reason is that
61asymmetric-PAKE can limit the impact of password leak-
62age. In particular, asymmetric-PAKE allows a server to
63keep a salted-hash the password, which guarantees that
64the adversary has to use offline dictionary attack to recover
65it from the salted-hash if the server is compromised. In
66other words, as the server only stores the knowledge of the
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67 randomized password with the corresponding random
68 salt, which impedes the attacker but enables the user to
69 take action upon server leakage.
70 There have been a number of asymmetic-PAKE protocols
71 proposed and formally analyzed, such as [16], [17], [18], [19],
72 [20] in the standard model, and [4], [21], [22], [23], [24] in the
73 random oracle model. More concretely, Gentry et al. [16] pro-
74 posed an ideal functionality in the Universal Composable
75 (UC) framework [16] with a generic transformation given by
76 theV-method. Benhamouda and Pointcheval [17] with the fol-
77 low-up works [18], [19], [20] proposed the first asymmetric
78 construction in the standard model with game-based security
79 analysis. However, no lattice-based asymmetric-PAKE con-
80 struction in the standard model has been proposed so far. To
81 our knowledge, there are some lattice-based symmetric-PAKE
82 constructions [25], [26], [27], [28] based on smooth projective hash
83 function (SPHF in short), which have been proposed following
84 the methodology of Gennaro-Lindell (i.e., GL-SPHF) [13] and
85 Katz-Vaikuntanathan (i.e., KV-SPHF) [29], respectively. The
86 crux is that the transformation over lattices from symmetric-
87 PAKE to asymmetric-PAKE is non-trivial, because there is no
88 concrete solution of lattice-based password-hashing available
89 to assist the transformation. While Benhamouda and Pointch-
90 eval [17] introduced the construction of password hashing
91 based on random oracles, and Kiefer and Manulis [18] built a
92 password hashing scheme via Pedersen commitment [30],
93 those schemes are vulnerable to quantum computer attacks.
94 Themain goal of ourwork is to answer the following question:

95 Is it possible to develop a practical round-optimal
96 asymmetric PAKE over lattices without random
97 oracles while remaining secure under the quantum
98 era?

99 We answer the above question in the affirmative. We
100 give a detailed description of the concrete results and contri-
101 butions in Section 1.1, where we also present the high-level
102 ideas and techniques used throughout this work.

103 1.1 Our Results and Techniques

104 Before detailing our results and techniques, we first point out
105 two important observations. On the one hand, conventional
106 password-hashing solutions (e.g., PBKDFs) have the ability to
107 validate the hashed password. But the issue is that these sol-
108 utions make it impossible to disclose the password in

109plaintext to the server, but malicious participants still have
110the ability to launch an offline dictionary attack against pass-
111words, as is the case of a password-verifier table [31]. Fur-
112thermore, in order to login into the server and guarantee the
113security of the communication, the client first authenticates
114himself, then the client and the server cooperate to establish
115a session key. Once the client has registered successfully, we
116assume that the client has already acquired the associated
117password-protected credential which identifies only the legiti-
118mate client for login. In this case, as for example in [19], a
119zero-knowledge (or non-interactive zero-knowledge, NIZK)
120proof is introduced by the client to convince the server that
121he has knowledge of the credential for every login attempt.
122However, the server is not requested to show to the client
123that he knows the right credential for the registered password.
124On the other hand, to our knowledge, the common refer-
125ence string (CRS) is clearly weaker than a PKI assumption,
126and the first practical symmetric-PAKE solution in the CRS
127model was designed by Katz, Ostrovsky, and Yung (or
128KOY) [12], which is supported by the security against chosen-
129ciphertext attack (CCA) [32] of the labeled Cramer-Shoup [33].
130Subsequently, Gennaro and Lindell [13], [34] generalized the
131KOY protocol using generic building blocks, i.e., SPHF and
132CCA-secure encryption schemes [35], instead of specific num-
133ber-theoretic assumptions. Furthermore, an important prop-
134erty of SPHF is that each party does not request to show the
135correct password that he knows to others. We also note that
136there are some results, e.g., [17], [18], which argue they can
137achieve an asymmetric-PAKE from a SPHF-based symmet-
138ric-PAKE by using a PHS. However, no concrete construction
139over lattices has ever been provided.
140Contributions. The above two observations prompt us to
141design an efficient password-authentication over lattices without
142random oracles, which consists of password registration, password
143authentication, and asymmetric-PAKE . To bridge the gap, we
144summarize our key achievements as follows:

145– Password hashing over lattices in the standard model. The
146security of most of the existing PHSs (e.g., PBKDFs)
147is demonstrated from several mathematically com-
148plex hashing algorithms under the ROM model,
149which represents a problem on how to design post-
150quantum PHSs in the standard model because, in
151the quantum world, we have to prove security
152against the quantum ROM. Inherited from the
153advantages of the PBKDFs, the discrete logarithm-
154based PHSs [17], [18] and Pedersen commitment-
155based PHSs [18], [36] are proposed sequentially. Fur-
156ther, to achieve quantum resistance, Nguyen et al.
157[37] provided a PHS and a zero-knowledge password
158policy check solution via the commitment over lattices
159to replace the functionality of PHS, which also
160assists the server in checking the policy of the hashed
161password. But the construction of [37] relies on the
162complexity of a random permutation. Thus, the orig-
163inal definition of PHS in [17] is adopted in our solu-
164tion, but we instantiate a new commitment-based
165PHS by following the Pedersen-style PHSmethodol-
166ogy of [18], [21], using the CDGLW commitment of
167Cabarcas et al. [38] as a building block in the lattice
168setting. The primary benefit of our instantiated PHS

Fig. 1. An exemplary overview of asymmetric authentication. For better
illustration, the client registers with a password and her username, then
the server stores them in the salted hash. Next, when the client authenti-
cates with her username and randomized password as shown in flow�1 ,
where random stands for a random nonce and Hð�Þ a hash function, the
server then exponentiates the received randomized password with its
secret key sk and send it back to the user, as shown in flow �2 . Finally,
the client logins if the authenticator Hðloveu4everÞsk passed, and the cli-
ent establishes the session key with the server using the password
authenticated key exchange mechanism, as shown in flow�3 .
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169 via CDGLW commitment is to equip the authntica-
170 tion phase and the asymmetric-PAKE phase.
171 – Password authentication via PHS over lattices. Essen-
172 tially, to bypass the random oracle and maintain the
173 security in the coming quantum era, a quantum-safe
174 registration-authentication protocol via PHS over
175 lattices is proposed in order to transform the symmet-
176 ric-PAKE into the asymmetric-PAKE. Here, a client
177 registers with her corresponding username uid and
178 hashed password rpw ¼ PreHashð�s;uidkpwÞ along
179 with a pre-salt �s, and the server stores her received uid
180 and a hashed value �y PHashðð�s; sÞ; rpwÞ with a
181 random salt s. When the client attempts to authenti-
182 cate himself with the server, the corresponding uid
183 and rpw are transferred to the server who then vali-
184 dates whether rpw ¼ rpw0 and y ¼ y0 for the same
185 uid. Once the validation succeeds, the server will
186 send a token tkmsk  AuthmskðdataÞ to the client
187 using her master secret key msk, where Auth is
188 either a message authentication code (MAC in
189 short) or a one-time signature.
190 – Round-optimal asymmetric-PAKE over lattices. The SPHF
191 scheme ensures that both parties (acting as the prover
192 and the verifier, respectively) end up generating the
193 same strong session key if both parties know the same
194 authenticated factors (e.g., password or biometric
195 template), and independent session keys otherwise.
196 The main advantage of the SPHF for the PAKE is that
197 the verifier does not require to do further verification,
198 because SPHF is in essence a designated-verifier zero-
199 knowledge. Hence, this permits for obtaining the
200 round-optimal (i.e., two synchronous flows) PAKE.
201 Therefore, walking along the research line of [17], the
202 challenge to obtain the round-optimal asymmetric-
203 PAKE protocol can be addressed by integrating the
204 password authentication via PHS into the one-
205 round SPHF-based symmetric-PAKE protocol in
206 the lattice setting, which can be accomplishedwithout
207 introducing an extra round. Finally, following the Bel-
208 lare-Pointcheval-Rogaway (BPR) game-based model
209 enhanced by Benhamouda and Pointcheval [17], we
210 formally prove that our asymmetric-PAKE is secure.
211 Asymmetric-PAKE under the BPRmodel is achieved.

212 1.2 Paper Organization

213 In Section 2, we review related notions along with the defi-
214 nitions of PHS and SPHF. In Section 3, we revisit the BPR
215 model. In Section 4, we modify the system framework so
216 that it can integrate the commitment-based PHS into the
217 SPHF-based symmetric-PAKE in order to obtain round-
218 optimal asymmetric-PAKE protocol. In Section 5, we instan-
219 tiate our asymmetric-PAKE over lattices by instantiating the
220 PHS described in Section 4.1 and instantiating the SPHF
221 construction in Section 5.2, respectively. Afterwards, in
222 Section 6 we present the results of our experiments. Finally,
223 in Section 7 we conclude the results.

224 2 PRELIMINARIES

225 Notations. Lower-case bold x letter and upper-case bold let-
226 ter A denote vectors and matrices, respectively. Further,

227L ¼ fBs j s 2 Zng denotes an m-dimensional lattice with the
228basis B 2 Zm�n for m � ndlog qe, and the determinant of L is

229detðLÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðBTBÞ

q
. A probability proportional expð�p

230
ðx�mÞ2
a�q Þ is used to denote a discrete Gaussian distribution

231with a width parameter a � q and a centre parameter m.
232Meanwhile, the standard deviation of a continuous Gauss-
233ian is s ¼ aq=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

, whose width parameter is given by a � q.
234Finally, � denotes the security parameter.

2352.1 Lattices, LWE, and LWR

236Definition 2.1 ([39], [40]). If x ¼ xð�Þ over the integers is a
237distribution ensemble and it satisfies Pr½x R x; jxj � B� 	
2382�~VðnÞ, then we have jxj 	 B and B is called B-bounded.

239Definition 2.2 (Decision-LWEn;q;x;m [39], [40]). An inde-
240pendent sample ðA;bÞ 2 Zm�n

q � Zm�1
q could be obtained in

241two distinct approaches. Using the first approach, ðA;bÞ is
242obtained by computing b ¼ A � sþ e ðmod qÞ, whose distribu-
243tion is fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n

q ; s Zn�1
q ; e xm�1;b ¼ A � sþ

244e ðmod qÞg. The second approach is identical to the first one
245except that b is sampled from a uniform distribution, then dis-
246tribution is denoted as fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n

q ;b Zm�1
q g.

247Thus, the two distinct distributions are computationally
248indistinguishable.

249Definition 2.3 (Lattice rounding, adopted from [41]). Let
250q, m, and n be integers with m � n, and let B 2 Zm�n

q be the
251lattice basis. Then, the rounding algorithm F is deterministic
252for the “rounding” function b � eFLðBÞ : Zq ! Zp that enables to
253map x! u s.t., F ðxÞ ¼ B � u.
254Definition 2.4 (Learning with Rounding, LWR [41])
255Regarding a � and integers n, m, p, and q, the LWR problems
256state that the two distributions ðA; bA � scpÞ and ðA; bucpÞ are
257computationally indistinguishable for A Zm�n

q , s Zn
q ,

258and u Zm
q .

259Lemma 2.5 (Trapdoors for LWR , adopted from [41]) Given
260any integers n � 1, q � 2, and sufficiently large m ¼
261Oðnlog qÞ, GenTrapð1n; 1m; qÞ is named as an efficient ran-
262domized algorithm that enables to generate a parity-check
263matrix A along with an associated “trapdoor” TA such that the
264distribution of A is neglð�Þ-close to uniform. Additionally,
265another efficient algorithm LWRInvertðTA;A; cÞ that enables
266to generate s and e with overwhelming probability over all ran-
267dom choices, for c ¼ A � sþ e ðmod 2qÞ, where s 2 Zn

2q is arbi-
268trary and either kek < q=Oð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

nlog q
p Þ or e DZm;aq;0 for

2691=a � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nlog q
p � wð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

logn
p Þ.

270Modulus Switching. As discussed in [41], for any positive
271integers p, q, the modulus switching function b � e q! p is
272denoted as: bxep!q ¼ bðp=qÞ � xe ðmod qÞ. It is easy to show
273that for any x 2 Zq and p < q 2 N, x0 ¼ bbxeq!pep!q is an
274element near to x, i.e., jx0 � x ðmod qÞj 	 bq=ð2pÞe. When b �
275e q! p is used to an element x 2 Zq or a vector x 2 Zk

q , the
276procedure is applied to each coefficient individually.

2772.2 Password Hashing Scheme

278Below we consider a password hashing scheme for a list of
279Q pairs of matching client-server,

PHS ¼ ðSetup;PSalt;PreHash;PHash;PreSaltÞ: 281281
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282 Benhamouda and Pointcheval [17] proposed the first con-
283 struction of PHS in 2013. The PHS allows to have a verifica-
284 tion algorithm that is based on salting techniques over the
285 hash of the client password. Next, the PHS turned out to be
286 an important building block, together with a SPHF scheme,
287 to construct the asymmetric-PAKE in the BPR framework,
288 but their symmetric-PAKE cannot prevent quantum com-
289 puter attacks. In order to achieve quantum-safe asymmet-
290 ric-PAKE, we modify the framework of Kiefer and
291 Manulis [36] by re-defining the PHS as follows.

292 Definition 2.6 (Adopted from [17] ). A PHS must contain
293 the following six polynomial algorithms:

294 – param Setupð1�; ‘Þ is a probabilistic algorithm
295 that generates the set of parameters param, containing
296 the description of random salt spaces SP and SH by tak-
297 ing as input the security parameter � and the bit-
298 length ‘ 	 � of the password. Below, param is the
299 default input for the following algorithms, we omit it
300 in order to have a cleaner notation.
301 – s PSaltð1�Þ is a probabilistic algorithm that gener-
302 ates a salt s 2 SH by taking as input 1�.
303 – �s PreSaltð1�Þ is a probabilistic algorithm that
304 generates a pre-hash salt �s in set SP by taking as
305 input 1�.
306 – �y PreHashð�s; pwÞ is a deterministic algorithm,
307 and outputs a pre-hash value �y by taking as input a
308 pre-salt �s, and a password pw 2 f0; 1g‘.
309 – y PHashðs; �s; �yÞ is a deterministic algorithm. It
310 outputs a hash value y by taking as input two salts s
311 and �s, and a pre-hash value �y instead of a password pw.

312 Meanwhile, the PHS satisfies the following security prop-
313 erties, including password hiding, salt indistinguishability, pre-
314 image resistance, second pre-image resistance, pre-hash entropy
315 preservation and entropy preservation. Notably, [18] introduced
316 a new property called password-hiding to ensure that the
317 hashed password should not leak any knowledge about the
318 real password, andwe keep this property in our newPHS.

319 – Password hiding. Informally, no adversary enables to tell
320 the hashed real password from a random string. For-
321 mally, for the public parameter param Setupð1�; 1‘Þ,
322 and all PPT algorithmsA ¼ ðA1;A2Þ, ifA1ðparamÞ out-
323 puts two equal-length passwords pw0 and pw1, then
324 A2ðyÞ outputs a bit b0 by taking as input a y 
325 PHashðparamph; �y; �s; sÞ, where �s PreSaltðparamÞ,
326 s PSaltðparamÞ, and �y PreHashð�s;pwbÞ for a ran-
327 dom bit b 2 f0; 1g, then we have jPr½b ¼ b0� � 1

2j 	
328 neglð�Þ; for a negligible function neglð�Þwith the �.
329 – Salt indistinguishability.For any choice of parameters
330 such that param Setupð1�; 1‘Þ, where �s PreSalt
331 ðparamÞ and s PSaltðparamÞ, we have that �s and s
332 are indistinguishable.
333 – One-wayness (or pre-image resistance) is the property to
334 show it is hard for a hash function to invert. Thus, for all
335 PPT algorithmsA running in time atmost t, we have

Pr½ði; �yÞ  APHash�yð�Þ;Verifyð�ÞðparamÞ;Verifyði; �yÞ ¼ 1�
	 at

2utPreHash
þ neglð�Þ;

337337

338for small a 2 f0; 1g, tPreHash being the running time of
339PreHash, and u denotes the min-entropy of the pass-
340word distribution D, with param Setupð1�Þ.
341– Second pre-image resistance implies it is computation-
342ally infeasible to find any alternative input that ena-
343bles to generate the same output as that of a
344specified input. Thus, for any password pw 2 f0; 1g‘
345and any unbounded A

AdvðAÞ :¼ Pr

param Setupð1�; ‘Þ;
�s PreSaltðparamÞ;
s PSaltðparamÞ;
�y PreHashðpw; �sÞ;
�y0  Aðparam; �y; sÞ :

�y 6¼ �y0
V

y PHashðs; pwÞ ¼ �y0

2
666666664

3
777777775
	 neglð�Þ:

347347

348there exists a negligible function neglð�Þ in �.
349– Pre-hash entropy preservation. Regarding any PPT
350adversary A who could guess the outputs of the pre-
351hash (and hash) value is less than 2�u. Thus, there
352exists a neglð�Þ in � such that

AdvðAÞ :¼ Pr

param Setupð1�; ‘Þ;
ð�s; �yÞ  AðparamÞ;

pw D :
s 2 SH

V
�y ¼ PreHashð�s; pwÞ

2
66664

3
77775 	 2�u þ neglð�Þ:

354354

355

356– Entropy preservation. There exists a neglð�Þ in � such
357that for any unbounded adversary A

AdvðAÞ :¼ Pr

param Setupð1�; ‘Þ;
ðs; yÞ  AðparamÞ;

pw D :
ð�s 2 SHÞ

V
s 2 SH

ðV y ¼ PHashðs; pwÞÞ

2
66664

3
77775 ¼ 2�u þ neglð�Þ:

359359

360

3612.3 Smooth Projective Hash Functions

362The methodology of SPHF families [35] is computationally
363distinguishable regarding a random element in an underly-
364ing NP language L 
 X and a random element in a domain
365X n L.
366Approximate Word-Independent SPHF. It means the projec-
367tion key ph is independent of the word (or wd) and the prop-
368erty of adaptive smoothness holds even if wd is selected
369adaptively after seeing ph. The property of approximate
370word-independent SPHF is used to achieve a one-round
371PAKE. More precisely, an SPHF over Lð
 XÞ is captured by
372four probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms.

373– Hashing key generation hk HashKGðLÞ. It out-
374puts a “private” hashing key hk by taking as input L.
375

376– Projection key generation ph ProjKGðhk;L;wdÞ. It
377outputs a “public” ph by taking as input a hk, and a
378wd 2 L.
379– Hashing algorithm h Hashðhk;L;wdÞ. It outputs
380a hash value h 2 f0; 1gv for a positive integer v ¼
381Vð�Þ by taking as input hk and wd 2 L.

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DEPENDABLE AND SECURE COMPUTING
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382 – Projection hashing algorithm p Projðph;L;witsÞ. It
383 outputs a projective hashing value p 2 f0; 1gv by tak-
384 ing as input L, ph, and a witness wits.
385 Importantly, the SPHFs should satisfy the properties of
386 (approximate) correctness and smoothness:

387 – Approximate correctness. The main feature of SPHF is
388 that the two outputs of Hashðhk;wdÞ and Projðph;
389 wd; wÞ are (statistically) indistinguishable for a wd 2
390 L with an associated wits. Formally, the approximate
391 correctness (i.e., "-correct) property holds if we have
392 the negligible probability Pr½HDðHashðhk;L;wdÞ;
393 Projðhk;L;witsÞÞ > " � v� ¼ neglð�Þ.
394 – Smoothness. If the distribution ðph; h Hashðhk;
395 L;wdÞÞ and the distribution ðph; h f0; 1gvÞ have a
396 negligible statistical distance in � for hk 
397 HashKGðLÞ and ph ProjKGðhk;L;wdÞ, then the
398 smoothness property holds. We remark that smooth-
399 ness implies statistically indistinguishability.
400 Here, we must stress that, to be more precise, SPHF
401 implies that the approximate SPHF is 0-correct. However, a
402 0-correct scheme can not be achieved in lattice-based setting.
403 Approximate Universal b-PHF. Approximate word-
404 independent universal bit-projective hash function (in short
405 b-PHF) is regarded as awarm-up, which can be used to build
406 an approximate word-independent SPHF. In a nutshell,
407 b-PHF only supports that the targeted hashing value is a bit
408 (i.e., v ¼ 1). Meanwhile, the properties of approximate cor-
409 rectness and smoothness are modified as follows.

410 – Approximate correctness. b-PHF is "-correct, if there
411 exists

Pr½Hashðhk;L;wdÞ ¼ Projðph;L; wÞ� � 1� ";
413413

414 for any word wd 2 L, where the probability is taken
415 over the choice of hk HashKGðLÞ.
416 – Universality. b-PHF is "-universal if for any wd 2
417 X n L and any ph, j2 � Pr½Hashðhk;L;wdÞ ¼ 1jph ¼
418 ProjKGðhk;L;wdÞ� � 1j 	 ", where the probability is
419 taken over the random coins of Hashð�Þ and the
420 choice of hk HashKGð1�Þ. The b-PHF is regarded
421 as statistically universal if it is neglð�Þ-universal. If
422 an approximate b-PHF is neglð�Þ-correct then we
423 name it as b-PHF.
424 Transformation From b-PHF to SPHF. The work of Katz
425 and Vaikuntanathan [25] implicitly pointed out the generic
426 transformation from a "-correct neglð�Þ-universal b-PHF to
427 an approximate ð"þ "0Þ-correct SPHF (for any positive con-
428 stant "0) and then into an SPHF. However, the resulting
429 (approximate) SPHF is not word-independent. To obtain
430 PAKE over LWE with polynomial modulus, the restriction
431 of word-independent is overcomed by Benhamouda et al.
432 [27], who gave a transformation from an "-universal word-
433 independent b-PHF to a word-independent SPHF, by
434 amplifying the two important properties of smoothness or
435 universality (and assuming 1� " � 1=polyð�ÞÞ.

436 3 BELLARE-POINTCHEVAL-ROGAWAY MODEL

437 Below, we review the security model of Bellare-Pointcheval-
438 Rogaway that will be used in our security analysis.

439Users and Passwords. Clients are denoted byC 2 C and serv-
440ers are denoted byS 2 S. Each clientC holds a password pwC ,
441while each serverS holds a random saltPHS:PSaltðparamÞ !
442sS and a hash value yS ¼ PHS:PHashðsS; pwSÞ of some pass-
443word pwS , received from the client.Without loss of generality,
444we suppose that each client C is paired with a server S, and
445that for eachmatching pair ðC;SÞ, pwC ¼ pwS . For the sake of
446simplicity, each client or server appears exactly in one pair.
447We point out that this is not a restriction of themodel, and it is
448possible to execute between a client and a non-matching
449server.
450The BPR model is abbreviated from Bellare, Pointcheval,
451and Rogaway [42], which is adopted in our work following
452the prior works [43], [44], [45]. In this model, each partici-
453pant enables to perform the session key generation protocol
454with different partners multiple times (possibly concur-
455rently). In addition, the BPR model permits the participants
456to instantiate unlimited instances but each one is only used
457once. The adversary is enabled to oracle access different
458instantiated instances of the participants; furthermore, each
459instantiated instance requires to maintain (local) state that is
460updated in the process of the experiment.
461Partnering. Partnering implies that two instances are part-
462nered if transcripts of them are matched. Let UC; US 2 U ,
463then instances Pi

UC
and Pj

US
are partnered if: (1) sidiU ¼

464sidiUC
6¼ NULL; and (2) pidiUC

¼ UC and pidjUS
¼ US .

465Adversarial Model. For any protocol execution, an initiali-
466zation phase is necessary to establish public parameters.
467The protocol participant set is U ¼ C [ S, then the adversary
468enables to fully control the external network, which implies
469that he (1) is free to manipulate messages (e.g., block, inject,
470modify, and delete etc); (2) adaptively requests any session
471keys. Finally, we model how the adversary A can create
472several concurrent instances U 2 U and has the ability to
473interact with instantiated instances via the defined oracle
474queries.

475– ExecuteðUC; i; US; jÞ captures a passive attack, where
476the attacker eavesdrops on honest executions between
477the instance Pi

UC
and the instance Pj

US
. Finally, it

478outputs the protocol transcript (i.e., the complete
479ordered messages) that enables to exchange between
480instances.
481– SendðUi

C; U
j
S;MÞ captures an active attack, where the

482adversary could arbitrarily operate (e.g., intercept,
483modify, create, replay or forward) a message to Pj

US
484(e.g., Uj

S) in the name of Pi
UC

(e.g., Ui
C). To initiate a

485session between the both parties (i.e., the client and
486the server), a Start command is sent in the name of a
487Pj

US
to a Pi

UC
. The output of this oracle is the tran-

488script message generated by Uj
S after receiving M

489from the adversary.
490– CorruptðSÞ captures the case of the server corruption,
491and the output is the salt sS and the hash value yS .
492– TestðUC; iÞ is allowed to query many times by the
493adversary and outputs a random bit b in the real-or-
494random (i.e., ROR) flavor.1 Due to the clients and the

1. Notably, in the Find-then-Guess setting, TestðUC; iÞ oracle is only
allowed to query once, and Revealð) oracle is not useful anymore [21].
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495 servers are paired in the client-server setting, the ora-
496 cle TestðUC; iÞ then answers as follows.
497 – The output is ?, if either on session key has been
498 computed by the server instance of Ui

S or the
499 password hash of a partnered server instance Ui

S

500 has been corrupted.
501 – The output is the same as for the previous query,
502 if the server instance Ui

S queried a TestðUC; iÞ
503 oracle.
504 – The output is the same as for the previous
505 partner’s query, if the server instance’s partner
506 Ui

C (if Ui
S has any) queried a TestðUC; iÞ oracle

507 and they are matching client-server. On the con-
508 trary, the output is a random session key, if Ui

C

509 and Ui
S are not matching.

510

511 If b ¼ 1, then it implies that the adversary obtains a ses-
512 sion key skeyiU . Otherwise, the adversary obtains a random
513 session key. Finally, the adversary attempts to guess a ran-
514 dom bit b0. If b ¼ b0 then the adversary wins the game with
515 the advantage AdvA;Pð�Þ ¼ 2Pr½b ¼ b0� � 1.

516 Remark 3.1. Benhamouda and Pointcheval [17] ignored the
517 case of client corruption queries and did not deal with
518 forward-secrecy. Notably, Hwang et al. [46], Jutla and
519 Roy [20], Jarecki et al. [22], Bradley et al. [47] deal with for-
520 ward secrecy by defining the client corruption oracle
521 CorruptðCÞ. The client corruption query allows to show that
522 all the previous keys remain secure even in case of the pass-
523 word-corruption, and the server corruption query allows to
524 express the quality of the password hashing scheme.

525 – CorruptðCÞ. This oracle is used to model the client
526 corruption, and it outputs the corrupted password
527 pwC . The aim of forward secrecy is that even knowing
528 a password should not help to distinguish previous
529 session keys from random keys. As a consequence,
530 for corrupted clients and their matching partners,
531 Test-queries are answered with the actual session
532 keys, but only after the client corruption, since the
533 keys established before should remain indistinguish-
534 able from random elements.
535 Correctness. If the instance Pi

UC
and Pj

US
are partnered

536 then there exist acciUC
¼ accjUS

¼ TRUE and skeyiUC
¼

537 skeyjUS
, and two instances both obtain the session key.

538 Security. If the asymmetric-PAKE is regarded as secure,
539 then the advantage of any A in time t is upper-bounded by:
540 (1) if A does not query the TestðUS; iÞ oracle for the server
541 by using a corrupted password hash, then upper-bounded
542 is Qð�Þ=jNj þ neglð�Þ, where Qð�Þ=jNj bounds when the
543 adversary launches an on-line dictionary attack with one
544 password in per session. (2) Otherwise, the upper-bound is
545 Qð�Þ=jNj þAdvB;owfð�Þ þ neglð�Þ for the adversary B in
546 time at most t. The advantage AdvB;owfð�Þ is used to bound
547 the probability when the adversary either launches a brute-
548 force attack to compromise a server or to find the hashed
549 password from the server.

550 Definition 3.2. For all PPT adversaries A launching at most
551 Qð�Þ online attacks, if it still holds the advantage AdvA;Pð�Þ 	
552 Qð�Þ=jNj þAdvB;PHð�Þ þ neglð�Þ, then the asymmetric-
553 PAKE protocol P is a secure protocol.

554Remark 3.3 ([28], [48]). The advantage of A is denoted as
555Qð�Þ=jNj þ neglð�Þ for all dictionary sizes jNj in the exist-
556ing uniform-model. Very recently, Li and Wang [28], [48]
557provided a tight analysis to bound the adversary’s
558advantage as C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ neglð�Þ, they consider the
559password distribution matches the Zipf-distribution,
560since Wang et al. [49], [50] pointed out that the advan-
561tages of the adversary are underestimated in the uni-
562form-model. In this paper, to illustrate the features (i.e.,
563pre-image resistance) of the proposed PHS, we follow
564the min-entropy-based formulation (i.e. Qð�Þ � 1=2b þ
565AdvB;owfð�Þ þneglð�Þ ) proposed by [17] to capture the
566advantage of the adversary, where b denotes the min-
567entropy of the password distribution. This min-entropy-
568based approach is stronger than the uniform-model-
569based formulation (Qð�Þ � jDj þAdvB;owfð�Þ þ neglð�Þ)
570that bounds the advantage using the dictionary size jDj,
571but this approach is weaker than the Zipf-model-based
572formulation (i.e., C0 �Qð�Þs0 þAdvB;owfð�Þ þ neglð�Þ) for
573the Zipf parameters C0 and s0. It is our future work to
574figure out a more accurate formulation to capture the
575advantage. However, we still recommend to use the
576accurate Zipf-model-based formulation [28], [48], [50]
577for the asymmetric-PAKE without using PHS.

5784 QUANTUM-SAFE PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION

579WITH PASSWORD-PROTECTED SESSION KEY

580ESTABLISHMENT VIA PHS IN THE STANDARD

581MODEL

5824.1 Password Hashing Scheme

583Password-hashing schemes are used to hash the password,
584such as PBKDF2, Bcrypt and Scrypt [1]. Indeed, the function-
585alities of the lattice-based PHS are similar to the traditional
586schemes, but the major benefit of lattice-based PHS is that it
587can play the role of intermediate component to transform the
588SPHF-based symmetric-PAKE into the asymmetric-PAKE
589using specific number-theoretic assumptions in the standard
590model instead of using several mathematically complex
591hashing algorithms under the ROM, while remaining secure
592against quantum attackers. Belowwe detail our instantiation
593of thePHS over lattices.
594CDGLW Commitment Scheme. There are other additive
595homomorphic commitments in the literature, here we consider
596the CDGLWsolution proposed by Cabarcas et al. [38], which is
597a good alternative since it is conceptually simple and has the
598additive homomorphism. We then review the construction of
599the unconditionally hiding and long-term binding properties.

600– param ComGenð1�; kÞ. Samples two matrices
601A1  Zm�n

q and A2  Zm�k
q for parameters n; m;

602q 2 Z and B; s 2 Rþ s.t., A ¼ ðA1;A2Þ 2 Zm�ðnþkÞ
q

603has trivial kernel. Outputs param :¼ ðn; m; q; AÞ.
604– ðc; sÞ  Comðparam;m 2 Zn

q ; sÞ. Samples s Zk
q and

605e Dm
s , calculates com :¼ Comðparam;m; eÞ ¼

606A1 �mþA2 � sþ e 2 Zm
q , and outputs ðc; sÞ.

607– Openðc; sÞ. Returnsm if kc�A1m�A2sk 	 B, and ?
608if not, whereB is denoted as the bound of the noise.
609PHS Instantiation via CDGLW Commitment. Below, armed
610with the CDGLW commitment scheme, we develop a new
611lattice-based password hashing scheme.
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612 – param Setupð1�Þ obtains A1 and A2 for intergers
613 n, m, and q by executing ðA1;TA1

Þ  GenTrapð1n;
614 1m; qÞ and ðA2;TA2

Þ  GenTrapð1n; 1m; qÞ, respec-
615 tively. Outputs param :¼ ðn;m; q;A1;A2Þ. It is
616 important to remark that although next algorithms
617 use this parameters, we are not showing them explic-
618 itly as input arguments in order to simplify notation.
619 – �s PreSaltð1�Þ picks a random vector sp  Zk

q and
620 sets the pre-salt �s :¼ sp.
621 – s PSaltð1�Þ picks a random matrix U 2 Zk�k

q , then
622 outputs the salt s :¼ s ¼ U � sp  Dk

s .
623 – �y PreHashð�s;pwÞ. To obtain the pre-hash value, the
624 algorithm takes as input the pw 2 Zn

q , and the pre-salt
625 �s :¼ sp 2 Zk

q , then computes and outputs

�y :¼ p ¼
$
ðA1;A2Þ � pw

�s

� �’
p

2 Zm
p :

627627

628

629 – y PHashð�s; s; �yÞ. To obtain the hash value, the algo-
630 rithm takes as input the salt s :¼ s, the pre-hash �y :¼
631 p, and the public matrix A3 2 Zm�k

q by executing
632 GenTrapð1n; 1m; qÞ again, then it outputs

y :¼ h ¼pþ bA3 � sep

¼
$
ðA1;A2;A3Þ �

pw

�s

s

2
64

3
75
’
p

2 Zm
p ;

634634

635 where we have the public matrix A ¼ ðA1;A2;A3Þ 2
636 Zm�ðnþ2kÞ

q , b :¼ ðpw; sp; sÞT 2 Znþ2k
q for �s :¼ sp  Zk

q .
637 Security Analysis. Our proposed PHS inherits the security
638 properties of the commitment scheme and satisfies the fol-
639 lowing requirements: password hiding, pre-image resis-
640 tance, second pre-image resistance, pre-hash entropy
641 preservation, and entropy preservation.

642 – 1). Password hiding is guaranteed by the statistical hid-
643 ing property of the commitment scheme. Strictly, two
644 distinct passwords pw0 and pw1 are assumed to map
645 two corresponding integers p0 and p1 (e.g., in Z95n ).
646 Thus, if the password hiding property holds, then
647 the ability of A to tell the difference between p0 and
648 p1 is negligible. In fact, the hash value y ¼
649 A � bþ e ðmod qÞ received by A that corresponds to a
650 commitment on p. Therefore, breaking the hiding
651 property of PHS can thus be turned into an attack on
652 the hiding of the subjacent commitment.
653 – 2). Second pre-image resistance is guaranteed by the
654 property of computational binding property for com-
655 mitment scheme. In particular, if two distinct pre-
656 hash values �y0  PreHashð�s; pw0Þ and �y1  
657 PreHashð�s; pw1Þ (i.e., �y0 6¼ �y1) could yield the same
658 value y PHashð�s; s; �yiÞ for i ¼ 0 or 1 and any
659 two distinct pw0; pw1, any pre-salt �s, and salt s, then
660 one can use these values (i.e., �y; �y0, and y) to break
661 the property of computational binding because
662 PHashð�s; s;pw0Þ ¼ PHashð�s; s;pw1Þ. Thus, this
663 implies that the short integer solution (or SIS)
664 assumption over lattices enables to guarantee the
665 property of the second pre-image resistance.

666– 3). Pre-image resistance. In order to find the pre-image
667�y :¼ Ab ¼ h, (i.e., one accidentally finds a solution to
668the SIS problem with the associated A), the adver-
669sary A must perform 2u invocations of PreHash by
670calculating A � b for each candidate pw�. Thus, the
671pre-image resistance holds since the pre-salt �s and
672the salt s are randomly chosen, and the probability
673of a collision existing on every invocation of
674PHashð�Þ is negligible. The hash value y :¼ h gener-
675ated by PHashð�Þ is a perfect hiding commitment
676proved by the hiding property of Cabarcas et al. [38]
677commitment scheme. Further, for any pre-hash value
678�y :¼ Ab generated by PreHashð�Þ (taking as input the
679randomness of matrix A, a pw and a �s :¼ s), it should
680satisfy the second pre-image resistance proved by
681the computational binding property.
682– 4). Pre-hash entropy and hash entropy preservation. Below,
683we consider every pre-hash andpre-salt pair ð�y; �sÞ sam-
684pled by the pre-hash entropy adversary, then Pr½�y ¼
685Ab� 	 2�u þ neglð�Þ, if the pre-salt �s is hidden, then the
686min-entropy of �y generated via the pre-salt �s is larger
687than themin-entropy of pw due to its randomness. Fur-
688ther, for every hash and salt pair ðy; sÞ sampled by the
689hash entropy adversary,Pr½y ¼ Ab� 	 2�u þ neglð�Þ.

6904.2 Password Authentication Via Password Hashing

691Generic Password Authentication. Below we present in detail
692each phase of log-on and log-in as discussed in [51], [52].
693Before giving ourmain quantum-resistant password authen-
694tication protocol, we first describe the classical password
695authentication flow as follows:

696– In the registration (i.e., log-on or sign-up) phase, a
697client is requested to register with its unique user-
698name/password (i.e., uid=pw) on the identity server,
699then the identity server stores the corresponding uid
700and h ¼ HðpwÞ at her local database.
701– In the authentication (i.e., log-in or sign-on) phase,
702the client uses its uid with an associated h0 to authen-
703ticate the server to get the corresponding service.
704Upon receiving the uid and h0, the server then vali-
705dates if h0 ¼ h for the corresponding uid.
706– If ðuid; hÞ matches ðuid; h0Þ, i.e., h0 ¼ h, then the server
707computes a token tkmsk  AuthmskðxÞ under a master
708secret keymsk to, and responds the generated tkmsk to
709the client, where the message x contains client’s infor-
710mation/attributes, and the additional information
711(e.g., expiration time etc.) that is included in the tkmsk.
712This approach cannot prevent an identity provider
713breaching, and a single point of failure will happen with a
714high probability. Thus, the attacker enables to (i) recover
715msk and forge arbitrary tokens that enable obtain services,
716and (ii) obtain hashed passwords to recover client creden-
717tials by launching an offline dictionary attack. Furthermore,
718this approach still cannot prevent quantum attacks.
719Quantun-Safe Password Authentication Over Lattices. The
720essential PHS-based authentication idea of Benhamouda and
721Pointcheval [17] is that, instead of storing the password in
722plaintext, the server stores the password in the form of cipher-
723text. To avoid deriving the hashed password from a key deri-
724vation function (KDF), the server derives the hashed password
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725 by utilizing a hard-to-invert password hashing PHash taking
726 as input the password along with a random “salt” (PSaltð�Þ).
727 While a session is executing, the client attempts to send encryp-
728 tions of the pre-hash value of the password evaluated by
729 PreHashð�Þ on the password. Correspondingly, the server
730 responses encryptions of the stored hashed password
731 PHashð�Þ. However, the registration and authentication phase
732 are omitted by Benhamouda and Pointcheval [17] while their
733 approach cannot guarantee security in the coming of quantum
734 era. In order to make the asymmetric-PAKE framework more
735 complete, in this paper, we inherit the spirit of Benhamouda
736 and Pointcheval [17] and sketch the phases of registration and
737 authentication while achieving quantum security. To illustrate
738 our construction, the asymmetric-PAKE framework is divided
739 into three phases in the fine-grained form, consisting (1) log-
740 on; (2) log-in; and (3) session key establishment (i.e. asymmet-
741 ric-PAKE) phases, as depicted in Fig. 2.
742 Particularly, the first two phases, registration and login
743 can combine them into the registration-login protocol. The
744 detailed description of the authentication process is shown in
745 the second part of Fig. 2. Below, we describe the registration-
746 login protocol based onPHS.

747Registration (or log-on) Phase. Before executing the regis-
748tration phase, public parameters crs Setupð1�; 1‘Þ are
749shared to the participants as common reference string.

7501) The server (i.e. identity service) assigns the password pol-
751icy. The server S first formulates and assigns the
752password policy f to the client C at the offline stage.
7532) The client types in her username with an associated pass-
754word. The client C initiates the registration execution
755by typing in its associated uid and picking its corre-
756sponding pw, where uid can be for instance an email
757address, and this uid will be used later to log-in at
758the server side. Then the created log-on command
759cmdlogon :¼ ðuid; rpw PHS:PreHashðuidkpwÞÞ is
760sent to the server.
7613) The server generates and returns the token. Upon receiv-
762ing the log-on command cmdlogon, the server com-
763putes the password hash yS  PHashðs; rpwÞ by
764taking as input a salt s PSaltðÞ, a pre-salt �s 
765PreSaltðÞ, and received rpw. Subsequently, the server
766stores ðuid; yS; sÞ and erases rpw while it returns the
767pre-salt �s as her login credential.

Fig. 2. Password registration and authentication via hashing password. For better illustration, the detailed asymmetric-PAKE construction is omitted
here, and we will present the detailed techniques in Section 5.
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768 Finally, if and only if fðpwÞ ¼ TRUE the server accepts a
769 hash value y for client’s choice pw.
770 Authentication (or log-in) Phase. Secure login occurs when
771 the client authenticates him to communicate with the server
772 without the risk of impersonation. Once authenticated, the
773 two participants then establish a session key at the authenti-
774 cated key exchange phase. In summary, we informally pres-
775 ent the authentication phase as follows, and the detailed
776 description depicted in Fig. 2.

777 1) When a client C expects to authenticate to a server S
778 using a pwC , it calculates the pre-hash value �yC ¼
779 PreHashð�sC; pwCÞ corresponding to her password.
780 Then, the client creates a lon-on command cmdlogin :
781 ¼ ðid; �yCÞÞ and sends cmdlogon to the server.
782 2) Upon receiving the command cmdlogin, the server splits
783 the latest received message and obtains �yC , then the
784 server fetches the hash value yC from her password
785 database and calculates y0C :¼ PHashðð�sC; sSÞ; �ySÞ ¼ y
786 to decide whether the received password is legitimate
787 or not. If the received password is legitimate we have
788 that the user is eligible to login.
789 3) The server generates the authentication token
790 tkmskðcmdloginÞ using her local master secret key msk,
791 and the server sends back to the client as its login cre-
792 dentials, where Auth is either a MAC or a hash-based
793 signature.
794 4) The authenticated client and the legal server will
795 establish a session key using the asymmetric-PAKE
796 mechanism, and we detail the construction in the fol-
797 lowing Section 5.

798 5 ASYMMETRIC PAKE IN THE STANDARD MODEL

799 In this section, we show our main contribution and explain
800 how to transform a protocol for one-round symmetric-
801 PAKE into a one-round asymmetric-PAKE.

802 5.1 One-Round Symmetric PAKE Over Lattices

803 An Approximate Bit-PHF. Micciancio-Peikert (in short MP)
804 encryption is a labeled IND-CCA1-secure under the deci-
805 sional LWE assumption, which is an elegant candidate to
806 design an approximate b-PHF and SPHF based on MP
807 encryption [27], [28], we abbreviate them to MP-b-PHF and
808 MP-SPHF, respectively. An encoding function is used for
809 messages encodeðm 2 f0; 1gÞ ¼ m � ð0; . . . ; 0; dq=2eÞT 2 Zm

q

810 for an odd prime q. In addition, 2 � encodeðmÞ ¼ m �
811 ð0; . . . ; 0;mÞT 2 Zm

q . To approximate calculation of the out-
812 puts of hashing values, the square-signal function RðxÞ ¼
813 b2x=qe ðmod 2Þ is introduced by [25]. Very recently, a new
814 cost-consuming rounding function RðxÞ ¼ 1=2þ
815 cos ð2px=qÞ=2 with a high degree of accuracy is introduced
816 by Benhamouda et al. [27].MP-b-PHF is sketched as follows.

817 – hk MP-b-PHF:HashKGðparamÞ: It outputs a hk :¼
818 k that is a random vector from Zm�1

q .
819 – ph MP-b-PHF:ProjKGðhk ¼ k; pk ¼ AuÞ: It outputs
820 a ph :¼ p ¼ Au � k 2 Zn�1

q by taking as input the hk :¼
821 k and the public keyAu ¼ ½�A jhðuÞG� �AR� 2 Zn�m

q of
822 Micciancio-Peikert encryptionwith the fixed label lblu .
823 – h MP-b-PHF:Hashðhk ¼ k;wd :¼ ðct;mÞÞ: It out-
824 puts the hashing value h by taking as input k

825and wd, where wd contains a plaintext m and its
826corresponding ciphertext ct ¼ ðlbll; c 2 Zm�1

q Þ. In par-
827ticular, h is calculated as follows,

h ¼ MP-b-PHF:Hashðhk ¼ k;wd :¼ ðct;mÞÞ
¼ R

�
c� ð0 j encodeðmÞÞ½ �T �k

�
¼ R

�
ðsTAuÞ � kþ eTk ðmod qÞ 2 Zq

�
2 f0; 1g;

829829

830where the element eT � k is the noise that is
831bounded by jeTkj 	 keTk � kkk 	 ðr ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ � ðaq ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ

832< "=2 � q=4. Next the algorithmoutputs b :¼ h ðmod 2Þ
8332 f0; 1g and sets b ¼ 0 if h < 0, otherwise, sets b ¼ 1.
834– p ¼ MP-b-PHF:Projðph ¼ p;wd :¼ ðct;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ: It
835outputs the projection hashing value p by taking as
836input a ph ¼ p 2 Zn�1

q , a wd, and an s 2 Zn�1
q . In par-

837ticular, p is calculated as follows,

p ¼ Projðph ¼ p;wd :¼ ðct;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ
¼ R

�
sT � p

�
¼ R

�
sT � ðAukÞ ðmod qÞ

�
2 f0; 1g:

839839

840Next the algorithm outputs b :¼ p ðmod 2Þ 2 f0; 1g,
841sets b ¼ 0 if p < 0, otherwise, sets b ¼ 1.

842Theorem 5.1. The MP-b-PHF scheme has the universality and
843statistical correctness.

844As pointed out by [27], if we obtain an approximate
845(word-independent) universal MP-b-PHF, then an approxi-
846mate (word-independent) MP-SPHF can be obtained based
847on the universalMP-b-PHF in a straightforward way.
848Review MP-SPHF From Micciancio-Peikert Scheme. The
849approximate MP-b-PHF scheme with a concrete rounding
850function RðxÞ ¼ 1=2þ cos ð2px=qÞ=2 can be transformed
851straightforwardly by increasing the size of the output of the
852hashing function, which means HashKGð�Þ samples several
853independent hashing keys hk1; hk2; . . . ; hkv for v ¼ Vð�Þ, and
854concatenates the outputs of all the corresponding Hashð�Þ
855results. The approximateMP-SPHF is defined as follows.

856– hk MP-SPHF:HashKGðparamÞ: It outputs a hash-
857ing key hk :¼ ðk1;k2; . . . ;kvÞ by sampling v times
858ki 2 Zm�1

q for i 2 ½v�.
859– ph MP-SPHF:ProjKGðhk ¼ k; pk ¼ AuÞ: It derives
860the projection hashing key ph :¼ p ¼ ðAu � k1;Au �
861k2; . . . ;Au � kvÞ 2 ðZn�1

q Þv from k :¼ ðk1;k2; . . . ;kvÞ
862and Au ¼ ½�A jhðuÞG� �AR� 2 Zn�m

q .
863– h MP-SPHF:Hashðhk ¼ k;wd :¼ ðct;mÞÞ: It out-
864puts the hashing value h ¼ ðh1k. . .khvÞ by taking as
865input k and wd. In particular, hi is calculated as fol-
866lows,

hi ¼ MP-SPHF:Hashðki;wd :¼ ðct;mÞÞ
¼ R

�
c� ð0 j encodeðmÞÞ½ �T �ki

�
¼ R

�
ðsT �AuÞ � ki þ eT � ki ðmod qÞ

�
2 f0; 1g: 868868

869

870– p ¼ MP-SPHF:Projðph ¼ p;wd :¼ ðct;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ: It
871outputs the projection hashing value p by concatenating

LI ET AL.: QUANTUM-SAFE ROUND-OPTIMAL PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION FOR MOBILE DEVICES 9
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872 v projected hashing values of MP-b-PHF. Namely, p ¼
873 ðp1k. . .kpvÞ, where pi is calculated as follows,

pi ¼ Projðpi;wd :¼ ðct;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ
¼ R

�
sT � p

�
¼ R

�
sT � ðAukiÞ ðmod qÞ

�
2 f0; 1g:875875

876

877 Lemma 5.2. TheMP-SPHF is a smooth projective hash function
878 for theMP scheme.

879 – Approximate correctness. Notably, the approximate cor-
880 rectness property follows because

Pr½Hashðhki;wdÞ ¼ Projðphi;wd; wÞ� � 1� neglð�Þ;
882882

883 is obtained using the Hoeffding bound.
884 – Correctness. Katz and Vaikuntanathan [25] provided a
885 generic transformation from an approximate SPHF to
886 an SPHF by utilizing Error Correcting Codes (in short
887 ECCs) that enable to correct an "-fraction of errors.
888 – Smoothness. It ensures that when wd =2 L, the output
889 of Hashðhk;wd =2 LÞ is negligibly close to uniform
890 even when knowing the projection hashing key ph.
891 Additionally, as each MP-b-PHF is independent and
892 smooth, the classical hybrid argument approach is
893 used to prove the smoothness property by using uni-
894 form distributions Ui on first i values Hashðhki;wdÞ,
895 while the others are computed as usual.
896 Review One-Round Symmetric PAKE via MP-SPHF. There
897 is limited literature available concerning PAKE over lattices
898 [25], [26], [28] and no literature over lattices deals with asym-
899 metric authentication. The first three-round symmetric-
900 PAKE protocol over lattices is proposed by Katz and Vaikun-
901 tanathan [25] under a variant of the BPR model [42]. A two-
902 round symmetric-PAKE protocol via the approximate SPHF
903 is proposed by Zhang and Yu [26]. However, an important
904 tool of their construction depends on simulation-sound
905 NIZK proofs while there is no concrete simulation-sound
906 NIZK construction over lattices. A two-round symmetric-
907 PAKE protocol over lattices is proposed by Li and
908 Wang [28], whose construction bypasses the NIZK utiliza-
909 tion, and it requires an IND-CCA-secure encryption with an
910 associated word-independent KV-SPHF for the client side
911 and an associated word-dependent GL-SPHF for the server
912 side. Further, Benhamouda et al. [53] gave a draft of one-
913 round symmetric-PAKE over lattices, but its main drawback
914 is the lack of rigorous analysis.2 Very recently, Li and
915 Wang [48] is inspired by [27], and proposed a one-round
916 symmetric-PAKE over lattices with rigorous analysis, and it
917 only requires an IND-CCA-secure encryption with an associ-
918 atedword-independentKV-SPHF on both sides.

919 5.2 One-Round Asymmetric PAKE Over Lattices

920 Our Construction. Along with symmetric-PAKE construc-
921 tions, some kinds of zero-knowledge proof must be used, as
922 for example SPHF schemes. In a nutshell, in each session,
923 both participants generate fresh SPHF “private” hashing
924 key hk and “public” projection hashing key ph to be
925 employed on incomingmessages. The public ph is sent along

926with the encryptedmessage, for instance, the client sends the
927message ðctC  EncðpwCÞ; phCÞ to the server while the
928server sends themessage ðctS  EncðpwSÞ; phSÞ to the client.
929If the encrypted message is obtained by encrypting the
930correct password, meaning that both parties have the
931same password or outcome of PHashðð�s; sÞ; pwÞ, then
932SPHF:Hashðhk;wdÞ takes as input the message received and
933its own hashing key hk, and outputs SPHF:Projðph;wd; wÞ.
934Notably, SPHF:Projðph;wd; wÞ takes as input the SPHF pro-
935jection hashing key ph received from its corresponding par-
936ter, the local message, and its private witness. Thus, these
937SPHF hashes (i.e., SPHF:Projð�Þ and SPHF:Hashð�Þ) are
938enabled to calculate the session key. Smoothness property
939guarantees the security of asymmetric-PAKE. Moreover,
940each participant must retain their private witness (i.e., ran-
941domness) used in the (IND-CCA2) encryption, as the outgo-
942ingmessage ofSPHF:Projð�Þ requires this witness.
943As depicted in Fig. 3, our one-round asymmetric-PAKE
944protocol builds on by our proposed PHS scheme and the
945MP-SPHF scheme optimized by Benhamouda et al. [27].
946Before executing the asymmetric-PAKE, we first execute the
947modulus switching to transfer the pre-hash value �y and the
948hashing value y over Zp to over Zq. Here, we omit how to
949transfer them. To our knowledge, Benhanmuda and
950Pointcheval [17] introduced a one-round asymmetric-PAKE
951using a naive PHS along with CS-SPHF which is based on
952the labeled Cramer-Shoup encryption. Subsequently, Kiefer
953and Manulis [36] developed a two-round asymmetric-
954PAKE using a Pedersen-like PHS along with CS-SPHF and
955KV-SPHF. In this work, in order to obtain the first post-
956quantum one-round asymmetric-PAKE in the standard
957model, armed with the first one-round PAKE over lattices
958proposed by [28], we integrate the proposed PHS into one-
959round PAKE protocol.
960Notably, traditional PAKE schemes are based on the non-
961quantum-safe assumptions (e.g.,DDH) in BPRmodel, and the
962security is reduced to the non-quantum-safe assumption. In
963the lattice-based crypto setting, the only difference is that the
964security is reduced to the LWE assumption because building
965blocks are instantiated using lattice-based instantiations.
966Additionally, we remark that the protocol is asymmetric
967because we use a PHS. Also, the utilization of GL-SPHF
968allows computing the shared key in a secure way. For
969instance, we note that replay attacks are not possible, since
970the attacker doesn’t have access not only to password, but
971also to values r and hkC , or respectively �r and hkS . This is
972implicitly proved as a result of the fact that in the CCA game
973an adversary enables to query to encryption and decryption
974oracles, but has no access to underlying random coins, r and
975�r, or private keys. Together with the hashing properties of the
976subjacent GL-SPHF scheme, we achieve security in the BPR
977standardmodel, where we need to use a CRS. Since we are not
978in the ROMmodel, we don’t need to adapt to quantum ROM
979model. Hence by following the standard model, we are able
980to prove the security of our construction based on real-or-ran-
981dom model, whose building blocks are quantum-resistant.
982Therefore, even a quantum adversary does not have the abil-
983ity to distinguish protocol messages from random values.
984To achieve this goal, the client and the server require
985an IND-CCA encryption along with different languages
986for its associated GL-SPHF. The client and the server

2. Note that their scheme was withdrawn from ePrint due to the
weakness of the security proof.
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987 have a GL-SPHF for the two following families of
988 languages:

989 – The word of the client is wdC :¼ ðcC; �yCÞ 2 LGL
ð�sC ;�yC Þ,

LGL
ð�sC ;�yC Þ ¼ fð‘; ct

ccaÞ j 9 pw; 9 r; ctcca ¼
CCA:Enc‘ðpkcca; �yC ; rÞ ^ �yC  
PHS:PreHashð�sC; pwCÞg;

991991

992 where �sC  PHS:PreSaltðÞ.
993 – The word of the client is wdS :¼ ðcS; ySÞ 2 LGL

ðsS ;yS Þ,

LGL
ðsS;yS Þ ¼ fð‘; ct

ccaÞ j 9 pw; 9 r; ctcca

¼ CCA:Enc‘ðpkcca; yS; rÞ ^ yS
 PHS:PHashðð�sC; sSÞ; �yCÞg:

995995

996 Notably, LGL � LGL
ðs;yÞ holds, and we have LGL ¼

997 fð‘; ctccaÞ j 9 �y;9 r; ctcca ¼ CCA:Enc‘ðpkcca; �y; rÞg for
998 any ðs; yÞ.
999 Correctness for One-Round Asymmetric PAKE.

1000 Lemma 5.3 (Correctness). If the magnitude of inner product
1001 he;ki for n,m � n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log q
p

is small, then pS ¼ hS and pC ¼ hS .

1002 Proof. To facilitate understanding and evaluation, we
1003 round the outputs of Hashð�Þ and Projð�Þ respectively by
1004 using the typical deterministic rounding RðxÞ ¼
1005 b2x=qe ðmod 2Þ as discussed in [25].

1006At the client side, we have the following two results,

pS : ¼ ProjðphS;wdC ¼ ðcC; �yCÞ;wC ¼ r :¼ sCÞ
¼ R

�
sTC � pS

�
¼ R

�
sTCðAukSÞ

�
10081008

1009

hC : ¼ HashðhkC;wdS :¼ ðcS; ySÞÞ
¼ R

�
cS � ð0 j encodeðySÞÞ½ �T �kC

�
¼ R

�
ðsTSAuÞkC þ eTSkC

�
:

10111011

1012

1013At the server side, we have the following two results,

pC ¼ ProjðphC;wdS ¼ ðcS; ySÞ;wS ¼ �r :¼ sSÞ
¼ R

�
sTS � pC

�
¼ R

�
sTS ðAukCÞ

�
10151015

1016

hS : ¼ HashðhkS;wdC :¼ ðcC; �yCÞÞ
¼ R

�
cC � ð0 j encodeð�yCÞÞ½ �T �kS

�
¼ R

�
ðsTCAuÞkS þ eTCkS

�
:

10181018

1019Here the rounding function RðhÞ is regarded as a number

1020in ½� ðq�1Þ2 ; . . . ; ðq�1Þ2 � and outputs b 2 f0; 1g. Moreover, the

noise element eT � k is bounded by jeTkj 	 keTk � kkk 	
ðr ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ � ðaq ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ < "=2 � q=4. Hence, the result of

Fig. 3. Asymmetric one-round PAKE via MP-SPHF and PHS [18]. For better illustration, the black box is used to highlight the different inputs com-
pared with the symmetric-PAKE.
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RðeTkÞ is identical to 0, and we obtain pS ¼ hS and

pC ¼ hS . tu
1021 Security for One-Round Asymmetric-PAKE.

1022 Theorem 5.4. The one-round asymmetric PAKE protocol as
1023 depicted in Fig. 3 is secure under the LWE assumption in the BPR
1024 model, if thePHS and theMP-SPHF are secure over lattices.

1025 Sketched proof. PAKE has two security goals: one is that
1026 no one is enabled to recover the password from a series of
1027 exchanges using active attacks (e.g., “Man-in-the-Middle”
1028 (MITM) attacks). (2) Another is that no one could be
1029 authenticated without knowing the password (or having
1030 a correct guess to it). Our modularity analysis strategy fol-
1031 lows the methodologies of Katz and Vaikuntanathan [29]
1032 and Benhamouda et al. [54, Theorem 4], we only need to
1033 check that the SPHF associated with MP encryption, and
1034 PHS associated with CDGLW commitment, fulfil the
1035 same properties. Below, we sketch the RoR analysis strat-
1036 egy. We use the Execute oracle to model the passive secu-
1037 rity (i.e., eavesdropping) for the two participants,
1038 respectively. Then we use the Send oracle to model the
1039 active security (i.e., MITM attacks, insertion, deletion, or
1040 arbitrarily modification, etc) for the two participants.
1041 After that, we use the Corrupt oracle to model the setting
1042 of the server corruption. Finally, we use the Test oracle
1043 to answer the adversary whether her guess is correct or
1044 not. Additionally, the “replay attack” falls in an attempt
1045 to violate the second security property of PAKE, and it
1046 is also covered by our analysis, because the replay attack
1047 is one of the lower tier version of a MITM attack, which
1048 implies that a valid data transformation is maliciously or
1049 fraudulently repeated or delayed. In our construction,
1050 replay attacks are not possible, since attacker doesn’t
1051 have access not only to password, but also to a random-
1052 ness values r and the hashing key of the client hkC , or
1053 respectively a randomness �r and the hashing key of the
1054 server hkS . This is implicitly proved as a result of the
1055 fact that in the CCA game an adversary has access to

1056encryption and decryption oracles, but has no access to
1057underlying random coins, r and �r, or private keys.
1058Hence, the straight-forward replay attacks will fail.
1059Please see the appendix for our detailed security analy-
1060sis, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
1061Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
1062TDSC.2020.3040776. tu

10636 EXPERIMENTS

10646.1 Theoretical Analysis

1065We give a detailed comparison of our asymmetric-PAKE
1066with the existing schemes as shown in Table 1, where “flow”
1067means the unidirectional (asynchronously) communication
1068and “round” means the bidirectional (simultaneously) com-
1069munication. Notably, Jutla and Roy [20] and Bradley et al.
1070[47] achieved UC secure asymmetric-PAKE protocols via
1071SPHF variants, and Jarecki et al. [22] achieves an efficient
1072asymmetric-PAKE against pre-computation attacks using
1073oblivious-PRF and authenticated key exchange to resist
1074key-compromise impersonation (KCI) attacks. However,
1075these schemes cannot remain secure in the quantum coming
1076era. Further, Haase and Labrique [24] gave an asymmetric-
1077PAKE for Industry IoT based on specific number-theoretic
1078assumptions, but the drawbacks of constructions based on
1079number-theoretic assumptions are that the parties need to
1080prove to her partner that he knows the credential in every
1081login, as discussed in [54]. Apparently, compared to the
1082foremost asymmetric-PAKE protocols, the main advantage
1083of our scheme is that our scheme can achieve round-optimal
1084asymmetric-PAKE protocol with the assistance of pass-
1085word-hashing schemes while still secure against quantum
1086attacks. Meanwhile, our asymmetric-PAKE is based on
1087SPHF which allows low-interactivity of the symmetric-
1088PAKE and guarantees that each party does not need to
1089prove to the other that he knows the right password.

10906.2 Benchmark and Experimental Analysis

1091Below we show benchmark results for our protocol. Table 2
1092gives the execution time of each algorithm construction.

TABLE 1
Performance Comparison of Various PAKE Protocolsy

Scheme Assumption Model (A)symm Round(& Flow) Auth Building Blocks

Katz-Vaikuntanathan [25] Lattice Std • 3 (& 3) • KV-SPHF + Peikert enc
Zhang-Yu [26] LWE Std • 2 (& 2) • GL-SPHF + Peikert enc+NIZK
Benhamouda et al. [27] LWE Std • 1 (& 2) • KV-SPHF + MP enc
Li-Wang [28] LWE Std • 2 (& 2) • KV-SPHF + Regev + MP enc
Li-Wang [48] LWE Std • 1 (& 2) • KV-SPHF + MP enc
Benhamouda-Pointceval [17] DDH+SXDH+GXDH Std @ 2 (& 2) @ GL-SPHF + CS enc+ PHS
Jutla-Roy [20] MDDH ROM+UC @ 4 (& 4) @ QA-NIZK +EG enc+PHS
Jarecki-Krawczyk-Xu [22] DDH ROM+UC @ 3 (& 3) @n Oblivious-PRF
Haase-Labrique [24] DDH ROM+UC @ 4 (& 4) @ PBKDF+Hash Functions
Bradley-Jarecki-Xu [47] DDH+SDH+STOWF ROM+UC @ 2 (& 2) @ Trapdoor-CKEM(SPHF+Enc)
Ours LWE Std @ 1 (& 2) @ (SPHF +MP enc+PHS)

Std: Standard model; Auth: With authentication or not;
ROM: Random oracle model; QA-NIZK: Quasi-Adaptive NIZK, which is achieved using GL-SPHF;
UC: Universal composability; @: the scheme does support this property;
CS enc: Cramer-Shoup encryption; @n: the scheme does support this property partially;
EG enc: ElGamal encryption; •: the scheme does not support this property;
MP enc: Micciancio-Peikert encryption; Round: unidirectional (asynchronously) communication;
(A)symm: Asymmetric or Symmetric; Flow: bidirectional (simultaneously) communication.
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1093 Our C++ reference implementation is complied with gcc-
1094 10.2.0 and the measurement is obtained on a workstation
1095 with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H running at 2.20 GHz.
1096 Parameter Selection for LWE. Following the recommended
1097 parameters of Frodo [55], we use a classical parameter set
1098 that could guarantee 128-bit of security against classical
1099 attacks as discussed by NIST PQC round 2.3 In particular,
1100 we characterise LWE instances by parameters m;n;a; q and
1101 the special case m ¼ n, q ¼ nc;a � q ¼ ffiffiffi

n
p

, i.e., a  n1=2�c for
1102 constant c in the following way. For example, as discussed
1103 in [56], the authors set n ¼ 256, q ¼ 216 � 1 ¼ 65537 and s ¼
1104 a � q= ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p  25:53 following [57] and picking m ¼ 838 (or

1105 m ¼ 784). In this work, the implementation of our protocol
1106 are following Frodo (i.e., LWE-based key exchange) [55]
1107 and the parameter finding scripts are available at https://
1108 github.com/lwe-frodo/.
1109 In Tables 3 and 4 we show timings for the classical and
1110 quantum set of parameters, respectively. Our proof of con-
1111 cept was successful in the sense that the schoolbook imple-
1112 mentation is achievable. We can optimize algorithms to
1113 improve performance even more for practical applications.
1114 The MP encryption scheme allows to achieve CCA-security,
1115 thus being useful for the construction of one-round asym-
1116 metric PAKE schemes. On the other hand, Regev construc-
1117 tion is more efficient, but its security is restricted to the
1118 CPA-attacks. Each encryption scheme has a corresponding
1119 SPHF construction, which was used as a proof of knowledge
1120 of plaintext. Hence it is an important building block in the
1121 construction of key agreement protocols. In Table 5, we
1122 show timing information for both SPHF schemes, based on
1123 Regev and MP constructions.

11247 CONCLUSION

1125The major goal of this paper is to adapt the lattice-based
1126PHS in order to integrate it into the symmetric-PAKE con-
1127struction, obtaining the round-optimal asymmetric-PAKE
1128based on SPHF. To achieve this goal, we show how to
1129instantiate Pedersen-like PHS using the commitment of
1130Cabarcas et al. [38]. In addition, once obtained the lattice-
1131based PHS, then we show how to find a solution to integrate
1132the PHS into the symmetric-PAKE protocol while maintain-
1133ing security against quantum computer attacks. Impor-
1134tantly, the existing lattice-based SPHF-based symmetric-
1135PAKE could be transformed into in the asymmetric-PAKE
1136using our PHS, such as [19], [25], [27], [28], [48]. As a next
1137step in this line of research we leave the question of how to
1138check the password policy when the password was hashed
1139by password-hashing approaches in the asymmetric-PAKE
1140setting, and we will continue to explore how to design more
1141lattice-based PAKE for emerging applications [58], [59], [60].
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4

Below, we provide the detailed analysis for the Theorem 5.4.
Experiment Expt(0). This is the real attack experiment, the

advantage of a polynomial time adversary A is quantified as
Adv

Expt(0)
A (λ) = ε. Importantly, all honest participants have

their private inputs that are enabled to use by the simulator.
Notably, the actual passwords are never used by the simulator
before any corruption, or the end of the game.

Below, we consider a A who wins (success) when its
guessing-bit b′ is equal to the challenge bit b. To make the
trivial attacks possible, we incrementally change the process
of simulation by a series of experiments Expt(i), and the
advantage of A is denoted as AdvExpt(i)A (λ) = 2 ·Pr[b = b′]− 1
in the experiment Expt(i).

Following [29], [54], we assume that A can only statisti-
cally corrupt participants, in particular, A can only corrupt a
password or a hashed password when no concrete instance
of the associated participants is involved in a process of an
execution. Send queries are separated two types as follows.

- Send0(Ci, Sj , Start)-query. The adversary A initiates an
execution between an instance Πi

C of C and an instance
Πj
S of S by querying the oracle Send0(·). In particular, the

adversary A enables to ask C to query S, and S responses
the query by interacting with C in a flow.

- Send1(C, i,u)-query. The adversary A is able to query the
oracle Send1(·) by sending the flow (i.e., u) from Πi

C to Πi
S .

Then the oracle Send1(·) enables to calculate his/her own
session key but returns noting.
Experiment Expt(1). Expt(1) proceeds as in Expt(0) ex-

cept that we modify how to generate the salts. Particular,
the s = U · sp := s ← PSalt(param) is replaced by
sp := s̄ ← PreSalt(param), so that a trapdoor τ is known for
any salt s. Thus, we have |AdvExpt(1)

A (λ) − Adv
Expt(0)
A (λ)| = 0

under the salt indistinguishability.
Experiment Expt(2). Expt(2) proceeds as in Expt(1) ex-

cept that the approach how to modify the query of Execute-
oracle between two compatible participants. In response to
Execute(UC , i, US , j), the encryption of the fake password
pw0 /∈ L that is sampled from the uniform distribution
is used to replace the actual ciphertext cC and cS who
are generated by computing cC ← MP.Enc(pk, ȳC ; r) and
cS ← MP.Enc(pk, yS ; r̄), respectively. This is indistinguish-
able guaranteed by the IND-CCA-secure encryption for each
Execute(·)-query. Additionally, in this case, the hashing keys
are known by the participants, hence they enable to calculate
locally the common session key as follows,

keyC = MP.Hash(hkC ,wdS ∈ LGL
(sS ,yS)) · (A.1)

MP.Hash(hkS ,wdC ∈ LGL
(s̄C ,ȳC)) = keyS .

Thus, the correctness of SPHF guarantees that the com-
mon session key does not change anything as Equation A.1.
Notably, the setting of two compatible users imply that the
following two equations Hash(hkC ,wdS ∈ LGL

(sS ,yS)) =

Proj(phC ,wdS ∈ LGL
(sS ,yS);wS = r̄) and Proj(phS ,wdC ∈

LGL
(s̄C ,ȳC);wC = r) = Hash(hkS ,wdC ∈ LGL

(s̄C ,ȳC)) are hold.

Thus, we have |AdvExpt(2)
A (λ)−Adv

Expt(1)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ) using

a classical hybrid hops.
Experiment Expt(3). In experiment Expt(3), the approach

on how to respond to Execute-queries is modified between
two compatible participants. To be specific, a truly random
value is sampled from a uniform, and it is utilized to sub-
stitute for the common session key. At this point, the “pass-
word” is not satisfied, and the indistinguishability property is
guaranteed by the smoothness of SPHF, i.e., |AdvExpt(3)

A (λ) −
Adv

Expt(2)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ).
Experiment Expt(4). Expt(4) proceeds as in Expt(3) except

how to response the Execute-queries between two incompatible
participants. Explicitly, in response to Execute(UC , i, US , j)-
queries, the actual ciphertext cC and cS are replaced by the
encryption of the fake password pw0 /∈ L that is sampled
from the uniform. This is indistinguishable guaranteed by the
IND-CCA-secure encryption for each Execute(·)-query. Fur-
ther, the hashing key and projective key are known by the
participants, thus, they are enabled to obtain the session key:

keyC = MP.Hash(hkC ,wdS := (cS , pw)) ·
MP.Proj(phS , wC = r)

= MP.Hash(hkS ,wdC := (cC , pw)) ·
MP.Proj(phC , wS = r̄) = keyS .

Soundness property of the SPHF guarantees, using either the
initial approach or the modified approach, there is no impact
on the generation of session key key (i.e., keyC = keyS).
Thus, for each Execute-query, we can obtain |AdvExpt(4)

A (λ) −
Adv

Expt(3)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ) by using a series of hybrid hops,

which is guaranteed by the indistinguishable property of the
probabilistic encryption scheme.

Experiment Expt(5). In experiment Expt(5), the respon-
sion of Execute-queries is modified again. To be specific, two
independent random values are sampled from a uniform
distribution and they are used to replace session keys keyC
and keyS . At this point, the “password” is not satisfied, and
the indistinguishability property is underlying based on the
smoothness of SPHF, which implies that Hash(hkC ,wdS ∈
LGL

(sS ,yS)) and Hash(hkS ,wdC ∈ LGL
(s̄C ,ȳC)) are computational

indistinguishable to independent random values. Thus, we
obtain |AdvExpt(5)

A (λ)− Adv
Expt(4)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ).

Experiment Expt(6). Expt(6) proceeds as in Expt(5), ex-
cept that how one responses the Send1-queries. Concretely,
to answer the Send1(C, i,uC)-query for the flow uC =
(phC , cC) sent from the instance U iC to the instance U jS ,
where cC ← MP.Enc(pk, ȳC ; r), we first assume the password
hashing function PHS.PHash(·) of the server is corrupted,
then a decryption oracle who knows the decryption key more
precisely and decrypts another flow u = (phS , cS) is inducted
by the simulator in the name of U jS , then the simulator
answers and computes the session key using the salt sS (and
PHS.PHash(·)). Thus, three cases will happen as follows:
1) If the adversary has altered (or generated) the flow uC ,

then the pre-hash value ȳC can be recovered to the ad-
versary using the decryption oracle. Hence, the case (1) is
divided into the following two sub-cases:
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a) If the validation Checkable(param, τs̄, s, ȳ, y) outputs 1,
the session key = ⊥ is sampled by the adversary A.
Later, if the adversary A tests the session key by query-
ing Test-query, which implies that the adversary A wins
the game, and the simulation is terminated.

b) Otherwise, the session key key is sampled at random as ȳ
and y are not both consistent with the values of receiver.

2) If the simulator is replied by the message u for a previous
flow, then the session key can be calculated by key =
Hash(hkC ,wdS := (cS , yS)) ·Proj(phS , wC = r), where cS
is generated without using the randomness rather using
the same approach with Expt.(3) and Expt.(5). Further, cC
is used to reply the Send1-query.

In a word, no session key is computed in Expt(6). Moreover,
case (1a) captures the increasement of the adversary A’s
advantage, whose probability will compute in the following
Expt(8). Case (1b) reflects the advantage of A increases in
a negligible term becasue it captures the changes in this
case are indistinguiable under the adaptive-smoothness of
the GL-SPHF. In addition, case (2) captures the computed
session key key can not be effectted by the changes in
this case since wdC := (cC , ȳC) ∈ LGL

(s̄C ,ȳC). Therefore,

|AdvExpt(6)
A (λ)− Adv

Expt(5)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ).

Experiment Expt(7). Expt(7) proceeds as in Expt(6) ex-
cept that the approach how to response the Send1(·)-queries.
In Expt(6), when the hashed password of the server S
is not corrupted (i.e., PHS.PHash(·)), then the ciphertexts
cS is generated at the server side without knowing the
randomness. Thus, in Expt(7), to response Send1(·)-queries,
the ciphertexts cS is generated at the server side using
the dummy password 0 rather the correct hashed pass-
word yS ← PHS.PHash(paramph, (s̄, s), ȳ). Hence, there exists
|AdvExpt(7)

A (λ)−AdvExpt(6)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ) that is guaranteed by

the indistinguishability of IND-CCA-secure encryption.
Experiment Expt(8). Expt(8) proceeds as in Expt(7) ex-

cept that the approach how to response the Send1(·)-queries.
Concretely, the second flow uS is defined the message sent
from the server instance U jS to the client instance U iC , which
consists of a slat s, the server’s projection key phS , and
cS ← MP.Enc(pk, yS ; r), i.e., uS = (s, phS , cS). To answer
the Send1(S, i,uS)-query after sending the flow uS , we first
assume the password pre-hashing function PHS.PreHash(·)
of the client is corrupted 4, then a decryption oracle with
the decryption key enables to decrypt the previous flow
u = (phC , cC) introduced by the simulator in the name of
U iC . Then the simulator answers and computes the session
key using the salt sS (and PHS.PHash(·)). Thus, four cases
will happen as follows:
1) If the flow uS = (s, phS , cS) is generated (or altered) by

the adversary rather the server S (via a Send1-query) after
receiving the flow uC sent by C (via a Send0-query), then
the hash value yS can be recovered to the adversary by
decrypting the ciphertexts cS . Thus, case (1) can be divided
into two sub-cases as follows.

4. In symmetric case and Benhamouda and Pointcheval scheme
(ePrint2013/833), in general, we assume the password of the client is
corrupted.

a) If the equation yS ← PHS.PHash(paramph, (s̄, s), ȳ) is
hold, then it implies that the password pw at the client
side is compatible with (ȳC , yS , s) at the server side,
where yS = yC , then the session key is sampled as
key = ⊥ by the adversary. Later, if the adversaryA tests
the session key by querying Test-query, which implies
that the adversaryAwins the game, and the simulation
is terminated.

b) Otherwise, the session key key is sampled at random.
2) If the flow uS = (s, phS , cS) is from some instances of Sj ,

then Ci is partnered with Sj .
a) If the instance U iC and the instance U jS are compatible,

then the session key of U iC is set to equal to the one of
U jS that is calculated earily.

b) Otherwise, the session key key is sampled at random.
Note that, case (1a) captures the increasement of the adversary
A’s advantage. Meanwhile, case (1b) and case (2b) reflect
the advantage of A increases in a negligible term because
it captures the changes in this case are indistinguishable
under the smoothness of the KV-SPHF. Additionally, case (2a)
captures the computed session key key can not be effected by
the changes in this case since wdS := (cS , yS) ∈ LGL

(sS ,yS).

Therefore, |AdvExpt(8)
A (λ)− Adv

Expt(7)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ).

Experiment Expt(9). Expt(9) proceeds as in Expt(8) except
that the approach how to response the Send0(·)-queries. Sim-
ilar to Expt(6), in Expt(8), when the pre-hashed password of
the client C is not corrupted (i.e., PHS.PreHash(·)), then the
ciphertexts cC is generated at the client side without know-
ing the randomness. Thus, in Expt(9), to response Send0(·)-
queries, the ciphertexts cC is generated at the client side using
the dummy password 0 rather the correct the pre-hashed
password ȳC ← PHS.PreHash(paramph, s̄, pwC). Hence, there
exists |AdvExpt(9)

A (λ)−Adv
Expt(8)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ) that is guaran-

teed by the indistinguishability of IND-CCA-secure encryption
scheme.

Experiment Expt(10). Expt(10) proceeds as in Expt(9)
except how to answer the Send1-query for the replayed
message (phC , cC) sent by the adversary. In addition to the
corruption of the pre-hashed password of the client C, if the
flow is honestly generated, then the session key is sampled
at random. The indistinguishability of the IND-CCA-secure
encryption guarantees that there is no adversary can distin-
guish the encryption of the dummy pre-hashed password 0
from the correct pre-hashed value. Further, given phS , the
smoothness of KV-SPHF guarantees that the hash value of cC
under the hashing key hkS (i.e., hC ← MP.Hash(hkS ,wdC :=
(cC , pw))) is indistinguishable from the uniform. Hence, there
exists |AdvExpt(10)

A (λ) − Adv
Expt(9)
A (λ)| ≤ negl(λ). Notably, in

Expt(10), all session keys returned by the Test-queries are
completely independent and random (except for the partnered
compatible users, for which they are equal).

Moreover, the simulation does not use the password di-
rectly during the simulation, and no information will be
leaked to with the exception of corruption. Hence, the adver-
sary wins the game if the following two cases happen.
1) If a flow uC sent by the simulator to the server S with

non-corrupted the hashed password, then a valid pre-
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hash value ȳC can be extracted by the simulator, such that
the validation Checkable(param, τs̄, s, ȳ, y) outputs 1. If the
session key is obtained by the adversary using Test-query,
then refer to the Expt(6).

2) Or if a flow uS sent by the simulator to the client C, then a
valid hash value yS can be extracted by the simulator, such
that the equation yS ← PHS.PHash(paramph, (s̄, s), ȳ) is
hold, where the salt s is drawn by the adversary (as
described in Expt(8)). If the session key is obtained by the
adversary using Test-query, then refer to the Expt(6).
Here, passwords are chosen independently at random

from a distribution D of min-entropy β (i.e., not in the related-
password model) rather a uniform distribution. Hence, we
conclude the following two events if no corruption occurs.
• Event Ev1, it happens with probability at most 1/2β +

negl(λ) for each flow since “the second pre-image prop-
erty” and “the pre-hash entropy preservation”. Below we
conclude the two main reasons.

1) “Second pre-image property” ensures that ȳC ←
PHS.PreHash(paramph, s̄C , pw).

2) “Pre-hash entropy preservation” ensures that the proba-
bility of finding ȳC without knowing pw nor yS cannot
be more than 1/2β + negl(λ).

• Event Ev2, it happens with probability at most 1/2β +
negl(λ) for each flow since “the entropy preservation”.

Finally, the probability of the adversary win the last game is
Pr[Ev] ≤ Q(λ) · 1/2β + negl(λ),

(i.e., at most 1/2β+negl(λ)) without corruptions, if passwords
are sampled independently. Q(λ) is the number of active
query sessions.

Further, if corruptions occur on either the client or the
server, but if the adversary never executes a Test-query for
a client with a corrupted pre-hash password, then the case is
same with above. Otherwise, if the flow sent by the adversary
to the server S can be extracted using a valid pre-hashed
ȳC for ȳS and a corrupted and hashed value ȳS , then the
adversary will win the game. To prevent the above attack
happening, an adversary B is constructed against the tight
one-wayness of the password hashing. Thus, the probability
of the adversary win the last game is

Pr[Ev] ≤ Q(λ) · 1/2β + AdvB,owf(λ) + negl(λ).
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